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BB bb

AA aa
Aa    apple

Pete Listens for A and B
Directions: Pete is learning letter sounds. Trace and write the letters below. Then 
circle the pictures that begin with the same letter.  

Skill: Recognizing and associating letters   
 A, B

Bb    ball
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Skill: Vowel sounds: short a 

Directions: Pete loves the short sound 
of the letter a that he hears in the 
middle of the word cat! Say the word 
for each of the paired pictures below. 
Listen to the middle sound in each 
word. Circle the picture in each pair 
that has the short a sound. 

Short a Rocks!

1. 5. 

2. 6. 

3. 7. 

4. 8. 

Jam
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Name:                                                            

Hop! Pop! Don’t Stop!
Skill: Short vowels/word families 

cat 

log 

cot

pig 

sun 

can 

wig dot man hat frog run 

Directions: Pete likes all the words that rhyme with stop! Can you name words that 
rhyme with stop? Hop, top, and pop all rhyme with stop! Cut out the cards below 
that have dotted lines. Read the words on the cards. Match these cards to their 
rhyming words. Then glue them in the box to make word families!  
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Happy Birthday Story!
Directions: Pete thinks birthdays are groovy! Read the story about the birthday 
party. Think about the details as you read. Then answer questions about the story.

Amy’s Big Day!
Today Amy is six years old. Jane and Tom will go to her party. 

The kids went to a painting store to make cups.  
Jane painted a sun on her cup. Tom painted a moon.  
Amy painted stars! 

First, they chose their brushes and colors. Next, they  
drew pictures on their cups with pencils. Finally, 
they started to paint! 

When they were finished, Amy’s dad took 
a picture. At the party, Jane and Tom gave 
their cups to Amy. It was a birthday surprise!

Circle the correct answers about Amy’s Big Day!

1. Amy is                       years old today. three six

2.                        went to her party.          Tom and Amy Jane and Tom

3. Jane painted a                      . sun moon

4. Amy made                      . a sun stars

5.                       took a picture of them. Mom Dad

Skill: Key ideas and details in fiction


